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Tricritical Ratio of Length Scales in the D = 4 Abelian Higgs Model
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We use the duality between the Abelian Higgs model and pure U(l) lattice gauge theory to esti-
mate the ratio 42K

—= P/( of penetration depth and coherence length at the tricritical point to be
v 2~ =0.93, thus placing the tricritical point slightly on the type-I side of the borderline between
type-I and type-II superconductivity in four dimensions.

PACS numbers: 11.15.Ha

About four years ago it was pointed out' that the Monte Carlo observation by Lautrup and Nauenberg2 of a con-
tinuous phase transition in the U(1) lattice gauge theory (LGT) in two dimensions, if correct, was a counterexam-
ple to the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism in the Abelian Higgs model. The agreement was based on the fact that
after a couple of Villain approximations" and a duality transformation, the U(1) LGT

Z = dA„(x)exp(P X cos('7~A„—V„A„)
X x, p 4 v

could directly be transformed into the following Abelian Higgs models:

~(~A- ( ) )
- = = " d@(x)dP'(x)". (2~p)'i'

xexp — X F„'„—X ID„yl'+ '16 lyl'+
64

lyl'+. . .2p„„"" „32

Here x denotes the sites of the hypercubic lattice, p, the oriented links, '7„, '7„ the lattice derivatives

V„y(x) = itt(x+ p, ) —y(x), '7„y(t) = i'(x) —y(x —p, ),

and D„ the covariant derivatives

D„P(x)=e " ""alt(x+p, ) —alt(x).

The field Q (x) is a disorder fieid6 whose Feynman diagrams respresent the world lines of the magnetic monopoles
in the U(l) LGT, and A„(x) is the dual vector potential by which these monopoles interact. The prime on the field
strength F~„(x) indicates that the propagation of A (x) has received a subtraction to make it vanish at the origin.
In the Landau gauge we have

(A (x)A„(x')) =
J

e+'t" "i(8 —K K„'/K' K)[1/K" K —v(0) j,

ik
where K„=e "—1 and

w1F k.(0) = = 0.1S5."-"(2m)4 K' K
The quantity t is equal to

t =4' 2v (0)P (4)

If the Coleman-Weinberg3 claim is correct, that the
Abelian Higgs model should have a firs-order phase
transition, then so should the U(1) LGT, in apparent
contradiction with Lautrup and Nauenberg's result.

In the past three years, this observation has spurred
renewed interest in the U(1) LGT on the one hand
and the Abelian Higgs model on the other, with some
sUrprislng resnlts.

First, it now appears as though the U(1) LGT itself
really does undergo a first-order phase transition, '
although with a very small entropy jump per site,
hs = 0.02. Hence there is no longer any conflict with
the Coleman-Weinberg claim. Instead, there now
seems to exist another counterexample, namely the
Villain approximation to the U(l) LGT. This indeed
seems to have a second-order transition.

Second, the Abehan Higgs model itself has been in-
vestigated by Monte Carlo techniques and been found
to possess a tricritical pointto where the order of the
transition changes from fif'st to second, just as expect-
ed after the discussion in Ref. 1.

In none of the recent works on the Abelian Higgs
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model has it been possible to measure the only
model-independent physical parameter of the tricritical
point, which is the ratio of the two length scales

penetration depth h.

coherence length (
This is due to the large number of fluctuating variables
(four gauge-field components plus one complex field,
all noncompact). In this note we would like to point
out that on the basis of the technique developed in
Ref. 5, it is possible to find a simple estimate for this
ratio. This estimate can then be made more precise by
use of the data of a Monte Carlo experiment in the
pure U(1) LGT performed by Berg and Panagiotako-
poulos" in 1984. These authors determine the ener-
gies EH, Eii of scalar and vector combinations of Wil-
son loops at momentum k =n/2 and find the results
shown in Fig. 1. According to the duality transforma-
tion given above, these lengths are a direct measure of
the two length parameters g, X in the Abelian Higgs
model [EH= (I/(2+2)' 2 E~ = (I/)i. +2)'t2].

Let us first give the analytic estimate for 42~. A
simple mean-field analysis of the action (2) gives the
following results: For low t & t, =4m u(0)p, =4 the
disorder field destabilizes and takes a nonzero vacuum
expectation value

ill'=8(1 —t/t, ) =8(1 p/p, ). - (6)

This is the signal for the condensation of monopoles in
the U(1) LGT. Via the eovariant derivative lD„itil2,
there is a Meissner effect on the dual photon which ac-
quires a finite mass mii (equal to the inverse penetra-
tion depth I/&)

I I I

0.8 0.9 i.O
I

l5 " T5 " 20

photon mass vanishes:

FIG. 1. The scalar and vector energies (m2+ K K')'t2 at
lattice momentum k=m/2 (i.e. , K K'=2) as obtained in
Ref. 11 via Monte Carlo simulation. The curves show our
mean-field results, based on formulas (7) and (8) with the
masses renormalized by a factor of 2 to bring the absolute
scale to the correct size.

m' =) -'= -'~'pluri'=2~'p(1- p/p, ).
mii =0.2 (12)

The disorder field itself has a mass mH (equal to the
inverse coherence length I/() given by

mH = I/('= 16(1—p/p, ), (8)

Thus we obtain for the ratio of the two length scales
the mean-field result

42& = mH/mg = (8/7T p) U

The actual value of p, is renormalized to be around

p, = 1. Since the U(1) LGT is practically tricritical,
this leads to a first crude estimate of the tricritical
value,

Z2K„= 0.90. (10)

For p )p„ the disorder field has no expectation value
and its mass is equal to

m„'= 8(P/P, —I).
In addition there is a massless Goldstone mode. In
this phase, there is no Meissner effect so that also the

W2~„—mH/mg —0.93. (13)

This value lies slightly on the side of a type-I super-
conductor in four dimensions.

There is obvious need for an improvement of the

The data of Ref. 11 reflect this qualitative structure.
For p & p, = 1 there is a massive vector particle ( W)
and a massive scalar particle (H), the first being
slightly more massive than the second just as in Eqs.
(8) and (9). For p )p„ the vector particle is mass-
less while scalar particie is again more massive ljust as
in Eqs. (12) and (13)]. It is curious to see that the
simple mean-field results (7) and (8) provide an excel-
lent fit to the data if both masses are renormalized by a
factor of 2.

The data also show that just as in the mean-field es-
timate (9), the mass of the disorder field is slightly
smaller than the photon mass, but not quite as small as
in the mean-field estimate (11). Giving the largest
weight to the data point at p —0.9, we estimate
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length measurements in the U(1) LGT. In particular, they should be performed for the mixed action

[Pcos(V„A„—'7„A„)+ycos2('7 A„—V„A„)]
xp. &0

(14)

at various values of 7, since this parameter allows one
to vary the strength of the first-order jump and to
move the system right through the tricritical point
(7 = —0.15). Certainly, the tricritical length scales
obtained in this way will have to be confirmed in direct
simulations of the Abelian Higgs model, but until
these become available, the U(l) LGT will be a valu-
able substitute.

For a similar estimate of the three-dimensional
Abelian Higgs model, compare earlier work. '2
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